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Risk assessment is a key skill for healthcare auditors. Risk
assessment is used to identify, measure, and prioritize risks so that
the greatest effort is used to address the auditable areas of greatest
significance. Risk assessment is one means of allocating resources
to meet the auditing needs of the organization. The Standardrfor  the
Professional Practice of Internal Auditing recommends that internal
auditors use risk assessment in their annual plans (Guideline 520.04)
and in planning their individual audits (Guideline 410.01). The GAO
“Yellow  Book” and AICPA SAS 47 and SAS 55 all require the
assessment of risk before an audit.

Risk assessment is used also within the individual audit to identify
areas within the audit scope that are most important. Risk assessment
allows the auditor to design an audit program that tests the most
important controls or tests the controls at greater depth or with more
thoroughness.

Many healthcare auditors began their careers working with audit
programs developed by others -- either so-called “canned” audit
programs written in the dim past by someone long gone from the
organization, or perhaps recently developed by the senior or lead
auditor for the project. The junior auditor was instructed to follow
the plan and perform the work. The training of many healthcare
auditors is just this journeyman-apprentice relationship.

Auditing using checklists, without an appreciation of why the auditor
is doing some particular task or test, is auditing without an
understanding of the risks and possibly without an understanding the
business process either. When such a junior auditor is asked why he
or she is doing such-and-such a test, the junior may be unable to
answer. Such audits are characterized by rigidity in the sample plan,
exhaustiveness in the tests, and (too often) a lack of appreciation by
the recipient. Such an audit is to be endured rather than valued.

Contrast this “checklist approach” with risk-based auditing. First, the
auditor must have a thorough understanding of the business process.
Understanding the business process includes understanding the risks
and controls in the system to achieve the organization’s goals. The
audit plan is designed to spend more time on the areas of highest risk
and greatest importance to the goals. Less time will be spent on areas
of low importance and low risk. Sampling plans are designed to be
flexible: they are focused on the areas of importance, often using a
“stop-and-go” technique to expand the sample if error rates warrant,
or stop if not warranted. Information gathered from such an audit is
likely to be valuable, because the testing was performed in the areas
of greatest risk and importance. The recipient of the audit is more
likely to value such an audit, and the audit duration is likely to be
shorter overall.

If risk-based auditing is so much better, why do at least one-third of

all audit groups fail to use it?’ The answers in the author’s
unscientific and informal survey among such people include:

l They do not understand risk concepts.

l Risk assessment may require some specialized knowledge or
software.

l No time to plan (The continuous “do“  loop).

l Their audit group is too small to use planning tools.

l Compliance/inspection/financial auditing does not fit with risk
assessment.

Perhaps it is time to assess the state of the art in risk assessment.

What is Risk?
Risk is a concept that auditors and managers use to express their
concerns about the probable effects of an uncertain environment.
Because the future cannot be predicted with certainty, auditors and
managers have to consider a range of possible events that could take
place. Each of these events could have a material effect (a significant
consequence) on the enterprise and its goals. The negative effects are
called “risks,” and the positive effects are called “opportunities.”

Managers put assets at risk to achieve objectives. Prudent
management takes risks with assets - otherwise they cannot gain any
objective. That is true for the private sector, the public sector, and
the not-for-profit sector. The assets at risk include:

l Financial assets, such as cash and investments.

l Physical assets, such as land, buildings, and equipment.

l Human assets, including knowledge and skills.

. Intangible assets, such as reputation and information.

Uncertainty and randomness exist in nature. Risk is not something
to be worried or concerned about, but something to be managed.
Risk management includes risk analysis and the prudent steps that
come from increased understanding and awareness of the
consequences of managing in an uncertain world. As people come
together to form organizations to engage in enterprise, the natural
variation of behavior interacts with the uncertainty of the
environment to create the most interesting natural challenge of all:
management.

Risk assessment is the consideration of the probable material effects

’ The one-third figure is based on IL4 research, Risk Assessment in
Government, and the author’s informal surveys. The ratio is larger
(less risk assessment used) of North America.
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of uncertain events; or in other words, “risk assessment” is the
identification, measurement, and prioritization of risks and
opportunities.

Therefore, risk assessment and risk management are both part of
modem management’s planning tools. The link between auditing and
management is the assessment of risk and its consequences on
achieving established objectives.

Figure 1 is a high-level diagram of the relationship of management
processes, risks, and the assets of the enterprise. Included within the
arrow marked “Management Process and Control” are the internal
controls governing the process. Risks are mitigated by controls. The
negative or positive consequences of risk are affected by the
effectiveness of the controls and the internal control system in place.
When auditors think of risk, they usually think in terms of “Managed
Risk” or residual risk. Managed risk is actually the risks and
consequences with controls considered. “Absolute Risk” (or inherent
risk) is a term for the risks and consequences without considering the
controls likely to be present and operating.

Figure 1- - - -
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OBJECTIVES I
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What is the State of the Art in Risk
Assessment?
The COSOz  model did a lot to advance a simple set of clear
guidelines on how to think about risk in the organization and risk in
planning the audit. The COSO model approached internal control
from the perspective of the organization’s objectives, the risks to
achieving those objectives, and then the controls needed to mitigate
these risks. Figure 2 illustrates the COSO sequence, expanded to
show the three-step approach to assessing risk:

* Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission, Internal Control - Znfegmted  Frumework,  NY:
AICPA,  September 1992 (and Addendum May 1994).

Figure 2
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In a recent review of audit risk assessment for the Hong Kong
Hospital Authority (a government corporation including 43,000
employees, 4 1 hospitals and numerous other facilities), the analysis
began with the fundamental goals and objectives defined by the
HKHA Mission Statement and by three principles espoused by
HKHA Chief Executive, Dr. E. K. Yeoh (see Table 1). The
fundamental goals and objectives sparked a brainstorm of speculation
about the threats and opportunities that could affect  the goals in some
material or significant way. These threats and opportunities became
the shaping force for the annual audit program as well as high-level
guidance for the emphasis within each audit performed. This macro-
level risk assessment also fit into the business model of the hospital
authority (Inputs + Processes = Outputs + Outcomes) by examining
the threats and opportunities that affect each of these elements.

Such an analysis does not take high-speed computers or special
software.  This form of risk assessment is a thinking model. A
spreadsheet sofhvare  package can be used to accumulate information
about the auditable universe, but the state of the art in risk assessment
is to get the thinking right (and to keep it as simple as possible). This
way, even the smallest audit department in a single healthcare facility
can provide state-of-the-art risk assessment for management and
comply with generally accepted audit standards.

Macro risk assessment looks at the risks facing the enterprise as a
whole. This assessment ensures that the audit department is focused
on auditing the right things. There are always more things to audit
(“auditable units”) than audit management has resources to cover.
Using a macro risk assessment process, audit management can then
allocate audit resources to the auditable units in the audit universe
that need the most attention.

Risk-based auditing is part of our professional standards. The
concepts are not difficult as some auditors may think, and no
specialized knowledge or software is required. Risk-based auditing
works for all types of audits and all sizes of audit groups. Even
where the audits are mandated by law, by regulation, or by a
particularly opinionated boss, risk can be used within such audits to
focus the scope of the audit on the most important areas (“micro risk
assessment”). An efficient risk assessment process can save
considerable time, because the auditor is focusing only on the
important areas of the auditable unit. The reports from risk-based
audits also are easier to prepare and easier to “sell” without creating
a lot of unnecessary friction.

Continued on page 10
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Assessing Risk Assessment
Continuedfrom page 7

TABLE 1- - - - -  -

Dr. Yeoh HKHA Mission
Statement

Threats Opportunities

Improving
health
outcomes
[Outcomes]

Advise Government 1. Failure to 1. Creativity
of health needs for provide
Hong Kong services at

levels 2. Technology
Collaborate with expected
otherfor community
health 2. Fraud and 3. Innovation

abuse of
privilege

Patient
satisfaction
[Outputs]

Meet the needs of 3. Wasted
patients resources 4. Commitment

Resource
management
[Inputs and
Processes]

Uphold the public
image of value for
money

Provide challenging
employmentfor stafl

5. Leadership
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